
WEEK 5 - PRETEEN

TIME FOR A BRAINSTORM. We’ve thought a lot this month about how 
you can be generous—not just with your money, but with your time, your 
talents and your positive attitude.

Christmas is a natural time to think about being generous, but that doesn’t 
have to stay here in December. In fact, it’s the perfect New Year’s Resolution!

So what is it for you? What are some BIG ways you’d like to be more 
generous next year? It could be that you decide to give more compliments 
instead of complaints. Maybe you want to give your energy toward praying 
for others. You could put your money toward a great cause, or encourage 
other people to do the same.

Draw a giant thought bubble and fill it with all the things you’ve thought 
about this month—all the ways YOU can take a step of generosity. Keep 
this sheet by your bedside, or somewhere else that you’ll see it often. Let it 
be a remind you and inspire you in the weeks and months ahead.

Always be on the lookout. Don’t miss the chance to be generous. Don’t be 
afraid to give BIG in 2018!

When the Wise Men came to visit Jesus, they showed that they knew 
something important: they understood what it meant to give.

These men had come from far away, following a star. They had taken a long 
journey to be able to stand before Jesus and honor Him. And they showed 
how much they valued Jesus with their actions with their gifts. The gifts 
they gave may not be familiar to us, but they had lots of special meaning 
for recognizing a king.

Think about what their generosity also showed to Mary and Joseph. It must 
have been such an honor to have visitors who understood how very special 
their son was.

When YOU give generously, you’re really doing the same thing as the 
Wise Men. You’re responding to what God has already given you. And 
remember, other people can see it! So don’t just give because you feel like 
you’re supposed to. 

GIVE LIKE YOU’RE GIVING TO GOD.
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When we pray, it’s easy to get all wrapped up in ourselves. It’s so good 
to talk to God about things that are going on in our lives, about our 
feelings, and about our hopes and dreams.

But that’s not all we pray about. We also need to get all wrapped up 
with others. We can talk to God about the people we love, and ask Him 
to help them with whatever they’re going through.

If you’ve ever had someone tell you they’ve prayed for you, you know 
what a gift that can be. It means so much to know that someone cares 
about you and really wants to know what’s going on in your life. Not 
only that, they care about you enough to talk to God about you!

THAT’S ONE OF THE BEST GIFTS YOU 
CAN GIVE SOMEONE—TO TAKE THE 

TIME TO PRAY FOR THEM.

All right, time for a pop quiz. Don’t worry—it’s a piece of cake.

Q:  WHAT’S THE MOST VALUABLE THING YOU 
OWN?

A:

Q:  WHO’S THE MOST VALUABLE PLAYER ON 
YOUR FAVORITE TEAM?

A: 

Q:  WHICH PEOPLE ARE VALUABLE TO GOD?
A: 

OK, that last one was a bit of a trick question. The answer, of course, is 
everyone. God thinks every single person has more value than we could 
ever understand. We know that’s true because He sent His Son for every 
single one of us!

When we give to others, it shows God that we value the people He values. 
It’s a way for us to put actions behind the things we believe.

This week, give a little bit of your time to someone you don’t know very 
well. Maybe a neighbor, another kid in your small group or someone on 
your team. Talk to them. Get to know them. After all, God sure thinks
 they’re valuable!
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